ABSTRACT

Aim: To compare the efficacy of 15% lignocaine spray and 8% lignocaine gel as a topical anesthetic, in reducing pain, during buccal infiltration in children.

Materials and methods: Forty-two patients aged between 7 and 12 years requiring restorative procedures/extraction/pulp therapy of primary/permanent teeth in the maxillary arch, under buccal infiltration anesthesia were selected for the study. The participants were randomly allocated into 2 groups of 21 each. In group A, 8% lignocaine gel and in group B, 15% lignocaine spray was applied prior to buccal infiltration. Pain was assessed using Wong-Baker faces pain rating scale (WBFPRS) and faces legs activity cry and consolability (FLACC) painscale.

Results: Pearson’s chi-square test revealed that there was no significant difference in the FLACC scores of the two groups (p = 0.54). Independent t-test demonstrated that there was no significant difference in Wong-Bakers faces pain score between the two agents (p = 0.07).

Conclusion: There is no significant difference in the efficacy of 15% lignocaine spray and 8% lignocaine gel as a topical anesthetic in controlling pain during buccal infiltration anesthesia, in children.
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INTRODUCTION

Children are often reluctant to undergo dental treatment due to fear and anxiety associated with pain. Local anesthesia is one of the effective pain control methods. However, ironically, the means of administering local anesthesia, namely injection, can itself cause fear and anxiety. The pain and discomfort resulting from injection can be minimized by using a variety of techniques. These include appropriate behavior management techniques, altering the pH and temperature of the anesthetic solution and injecting the solution at reduced rate. Another effective method is to anesthetize the surface mucosa before needle insertion. The methods by which anesthesia of surface tissues can be achieved include refrigeration, transcutaneous electronic nerve stimulation and topical anesthesia.

Topical anesthesia is achieved by the pharmacologic action of the anesthetic agent on the surface tissues, when applied to it. Topical anesthetics function by blocking signal transmission in the terminal fibers of sensory nerves. Animal and human studies have shown that the effect of local anesthetics is concentration dependent. The efficacy is better in nonkeratinized mucosa than keratinized mucosa. In addition, topical anesthetics mask pain of superficial infiltration injection better than for deep regional block injections.

Lignocaine and benzocaine are the most commonly used topical anesthetics among the various amide and ester agents. When used as a single agent, lignocaine is effective between concentrations of 5 to 20% and therapeutic response is dose dependent. Topical lignocaine has very low incidence of allergic reactions as compared to esters such as benzocaine.
The efficacy of topical anesthetics depends on various factors such as the drug used, concentration, pH, site of injection, additives, formulation and duration of application. Topical anesthetics are commercially available as aerosols, ointments, gels, lozenges, tablets, pastes, powders, solutions and impregnated patches. The concentration of the agent varies depending on the formulation. For example, topical sprays would require a higher concentration of anesthetic agent than patches which in turn would affect the efficacy. The formulation of the drug may also affect the ability to localize the drug at the site of injection, controlled release of the drug, thus prolonging the action. Lignocaine spray and gel are two commonly used forms of topical anesthetic agent. Lack of studies comparing the efficacy of these two formulations in the literature prompted us to conduct this study which would enable the clinician to choose between an anesthetic spray and gel, for use in children.

The purpose of our study was to evaluate and compare the efficacy of lignocaine in two different formulations in reducing pain caused by needle insertion during administration of local anesthesia.

AIMS AND OBJECTIVES

To compare the efficacy of 15% lignocaine spray and 8% lignocaine gel as a topical anesthetic, in reducing pain, during buccal infiltration in children.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study Design and Sample Size

The present study was a randomized clinical trial. Assuming 50% difference in the pain threshold between Lignocaine gel and Lignocaine spray groups, the sample size for this study was calculated to be 21 in each group at 95% confidence interval and a power of 90% using Stata/SE 10.0 (Stata Corp, USA) software.

Inclusion Criteria

All patients attending a pediatric dental department for routine dental treatment, over a period of 2 months, were screened for inclusion criteria.

1. Patients requiring restorative procedures/extraction/pulp therapy of primary/permanent teeth in the maxillary arch, which need administration of buccal infiltration anesthesia.
2. Patients aged between 7 and 12 years.
3. Patients who exhibited cooperative behavior (Frankl scale 3 or 4).
4. Patients who demonstrated competency in using the Wong-Baker FACES pain rating scale.

Exclusion Criteria

1. Patients with known drug allergies toward topical anesthetic agents.
2. Patients with pre-existing debilitating systemic diseases.
3. Patients whose parents did not give informed consent to participate in the study.

Thus, a total of 42 patients were selected for the study. Ethical approval: The study was conducted after obtaining an approval from the Institutional Ethics Committee. Parents of the patients were informed about the requirements and the complications of the procedure through a patient information sheet following which their informed consent was obtained.

Methodology

The candidates were randomly allocated to two groups: Group A: 8% Lignocaine gel (Precaine®, Pascal Inc., USA) with 21 subjects. Group B: 15% Lignocaine spray (Nummit®, ICPA, India) with 21 subjects.

The lignocaine spray used in this study consisted of Lignocaine hydrochloride, propylene glycol, menthol, clove oil and propellant. The lignocaine gel used in this study consisted of 0.8% dibucaine along with lignocaine in base form. Each subject participating in the study was administered only one type of topical anesthetic agent. The randomization was done using chit pick box method. A box containing 21 chits labelled ‘group-A’ and 21 chits labelled ‘group-B’ was prepared and kept ready at the start of the study. The chit was picked by the patient from the box, and was assigned to the group according to the chit picked.

The application of the topical anesthetic agents was done by the first investigator. The reason for the use of the topical anesthetic was communicated to the patient using appropriate euphemisms. The application site was dried with sterile cotton gauze before application of either of the topical anesthetic. In group A, approximately 0.5 gm of 8% lignocaine gel was applied to the height of the mucobuccal fold, using a sterile cotton applicator tip. The applicator tip was inserted into the gel container and rotated clockwise 3 times to standardize the amount of drug applied. The gel was applied with moderate pressure with rubbing motion for 30 seconds to increase the depth of penetration. In group B, lignocaine spray which expels 7.5 mg lignocaine per spray was sprayed on the region to which buccal infiltration was to be administered, from a distance of 1 to 2 cm. In both the groups, the mucosa was wiped with cotton gauze, 3 minutes after the application of the topical anesthetic material.
The administration of the buccal infiltration was done by the second investigator who was blinded to the topical anesthetic agent used. The buccal infiltration was administered using a 30 gauge short needle syringe (Dispovan, HMD Ltd., India). 1 ml of 2% lignocaine with 1:200,000 adrenaline (Astra Zeneca Pharma, India Ltd.) was injected. Standard technique for buccal infiltration anesthesia was followed keeping the rate of injection as 0.8 ml/min. In order to maintain consistency, the second investigator gave standard set of verbal instructions to the patient prior to administering the local infiltration anesthesia, using appropriate euphemisms, verbal reinforcement distraction techniques. During injection, care was taken to keep the needle out of direct sight of the child. The tip/cheek was stretched to make the tissue taut. Holding the syringe parallel to the long axis of the tooth, with needle oriented such that the bevel faces the bone, the needle was inserted at the height of the mucobuccal fold over the target tooth. The depth of penetration was 2 to 3 mm. The needle was penetrated slowly into the tissue along with low speed continuous injection, so that anesthesia of the tissue precedes the penetration of the needle. This was done to minimize pain during injection. Distraction using verbal method was done during needle penetration. In addition, verbal reinforcements were given for cooperative behavior during the course of infiltration. Standardization of technique was achieved by the second investigator by performing the same procedure on several patients under supervision before the start of the study.

The scoring was done immediately after administration of the local anesthetic. Each child quantified the pain perceived during the injection using a Wong-Baker faces pain rating scale (WBFPRe)s. WBFPR is an ordinal faces scale which has happy face in lower anchor and face with tears in upper anchor. A third operator, who was also blinded to the topical anesthetic agent used, assessed the pain using the faces legs activity cry and consolability (FLACC) pain scale during administration of the local anesthetic. This simple scale consists of five categories, each being scored from 0 to 2, resulting in a total score ranging from 0 to 10. The third operator was calibrated using ten patients who required treatment under local anesthesia but not involved in the study.

**Statistical Analysis**

Age, gender, FLACC scores and Wong Baker Faces Pain Scores were recorded, and descriptive statistics was calculated for each variable. The mean value and standard deviation were calculated from the reported pain levels for each category. Independent t-test was utilized to compare the patients’ response to the two agents. Pearson’s chi-square test was utilized to compare the behavioral response of the patients in both the groups, as evaluated by FLACC scale. Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS version 16 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). The statistical significance level was set at p < 0.05.

**RESULTS**

A total of 23 males and 19 females patients with an average age of 9.67 ± 1.79 participated in the study. Among the teeth anesthetized, 37 were posterior and 5 were anterior teeth. No irritation to mucosa or other adverse effects were reported. Pearson chi-square test revealed that there was no significant effect of factors like age (p = 0.5) and gender (p = 0.08) on the pain response, in either groups. Pearson’s chi-square test also demonstrated that there was no significant difference in the FLACC scores, when either of the two agents were used (p = 0.54) (Table 1). As per the FLACC scores none of the study subjects had severe pain/discomfort and only one subject was assessed to have moderate pain. In the self-report of pain also, as done by WBFPRS scale most of the study subjects reported little or no pain (28.6%) scored ‘no hurt’, 16 (38.1%) scored ‘hurts just a little bit’, 9 (21.4%) scored ‘hurts little more while 4 (9.5%) scored ‘hurts even more’ and only one subject (2.4%) reported severe pain (‘hurts as much as you can imagine’). Independent t-test demonstrated that there was no significant difference in patient response (Wong-Bakers Faces Pain Score) when both methods were used (p = 0.07) (Table 2).

**DISCUSSION**

Quantifying pain remains one of the most challenging tasks for researchers, especially when working with children. It is a highly individualized experience and difficult to measure accurately. Methods to measure pain include self-reports, biological measures such as heart rate, and behavioral measures, such as crying, movement, or agitation. Generally, patient’s self-report is considered to be a reliable and effective way of measuring pain. Among children, faces pain scales should be preferred as they are simple to use and less abstract than visual analog scale. Face scales do not require the child to translate
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Table 2: Wong-Baker faces pain score interpretation using independent t-test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Groups</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Standard deviation</th>
<th>Standard error mean</th>
<th>t-value</th>
<th>p-value</th>
<th>CI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A (Gel)</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>1.52</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>1.85</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>1.3-0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B (Spray)</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CI: Confidence interval

The Wong-Baker faces pain rating scale, used in this study, is simple to use, understood easily and has been effectively used in patients 3 years of age and older. It is inexpensive to re-produce and has good acceptability among children, parents and clinicians as compared to other faces pain scales. However children's self-report of pain may be influenced by developmental, cognitive and situational issues. A major concern with the WBFPRS is the confounding of emotion with pain intensity during self-report. Children who do not cry with intense pain, especially older boys, may be reluctant to pick the face scored 5 because it shows tears. In addition, a child's dental anxiety may lead him or her to evaluate their pain, inaccurately. Hence, observational and/or physiologic measures should be used in conjunction with self-report measures. Therefore, to overcome this obstacle, another pain rating scale. The face legs activity cry and consolability (FLACC) scale, was used as an additional tool to assess pain in this study. Use of both the scales confirmed that both lignocaine gel and spray have equivocal effect in reducing pain during needle penetration.

Double blinding used in this study eliminated any bias that may influence the technique of administration of local anesthetic or the pain assessment. Most of the previous studies, evaluating the effects of different topical anesthetic agents, have used a split-mouth design, using all the test materials, in the same patient. However, this might lead to a bias, as the patient's previous exposure to injection may influence the self-report of the pain. Though the variability in individual pain response is addressed in a split mouth design, the injection order can influence patient perception of pain with the second injection being perceived as more painful than the first. Bagesund and Tabriz found that good pain control could reduce the patients' anxiety level at the second appointment and hence this can affect the pain scores. To overcome this bias, a split mouth design was not used in this study and only a single agent was applied in every patient. We did not use a control group with placebo in this trial as there is good evidence of pharmacologic benefits of topical anesthesia in minimizing pain due to needle penetration during injection of local anesthetic. The use of topical anesthetic prior to the injection of a local anesthetic to reduce discomfort associated with needle penetration has been recommended by American Academy of Pediatric Dentistry.

The results of this study indicate that there was no difference between the two formulations tested in reducing pain during buccal infiltration. Low pain scores in this study may be attributed to verbal suggestion; behavior management techniques used resulting in psychological benefits, use of standard technique to inject the local anesthetic, in addition to pharmacologic effects of the topical anesthetic. The psychological perception of pain can be altered by culture, personal history (previous experiences), personality, emotion and a cognitive ability, which however were not considered in this study and is a limitation. Many subjects in the study reported mild to moderate pain which indicates that application of topical anesthetics did not result in totally pain free buccal infiltration anesthesia procedure in the maxillary arch. Time of application of the topical anesthetic was 3 minutes. A comparison of positive and negative response studies of topical anesthetic application prior to needle insertion showed a minimum 2 minute application is necessary for positive response. Longer application time can decrease the discomfort during injection. In this study, pain assessment was done after injecting the solution which may confound the results, according to some authors. Hence, in needle penetration studies pain assessment is done soon after the needle prick and no solution is injected. However, injection studies have the advantage of the procedure being carried out in a real clinical situation, which makes the results more reliable. Assessment of pain after injection of local anesthetic may result in higher pain score. Hence, care was taken in our study to standardize the procedure of injection, such as wiping the mucosa dry before topical application to maximize the effect of the topical anesthetic, application time of 3 minutes, use of smaller gauge needle, slow rate of injection, verbal suggestion and behavior management techniques. This standardization was done to minimize pain as well as variation between the groups.

Topical anesthetic spray and gel have both advantages and disadvantages. The advantages of topical gels include better localization of drug in comparison with ointments and solutions, better control over systemic drug absorption, greater bioavailability and reduction in
dosage. In addition a flavored gel is better accepted by children. However, gels get diluted in the mouth with time, resulting in difficulty in maintaining prolonged mucosal contact resulting in inadequate anesthesia. The Precaine gel used in the study contains dibucaine in small concentrations (0.8%) which is also a local anesthetic. Dibucaine is used in the field of dermatology to treat pain and itching in minor burns, sunburn, hemorrhoids and insect bites. The use of dibucaine as topical anesthetic is rarely documented in dentistry. Yamamura et al successfully used dibucaine containing adhesive films for control of pain due to oral ulcers. The advantage of dibucaine is prolonged anesthetic effect. The lignocaine present in the gel results in faster onset (35-40 seconds) and the dibucaine prolongs the anesthetic effect (30-40 minutes). Compound topical anesthetics increase the risk of systemic toxicity but when used cautiously, with predetermined dosage, can be safe and effective. Deepika et al reported lower mean pain scores with lignocaine-dibucaine gel in comparison with benzocaine gel although statistically the difference was not significant. Topical anesthetic sprays have greater concentration of local anesthetic and are absorbed rapidly across the mucous membrane, thus providing effective anesthesia. Unmetered sprays have potential for systemic toxicity and hence it is recommended that metered spray with disposable nozzles be used. Nummit spray used in this study fulfils this recommendation. The spray contains lignocaine hydrochloride in water-oil based emulsion, which increases tissue penetration and access into the nerve cell. However, there is difficulty in confining the effect of a drug to a small area, decreased bioadhesion thus decreasing its efficacy. In addition, spray has been rated as unpleasant and also may cause difficulty in swallowing in some individuals. Despite these disadvantages, lignocaine gel and spray are commonly used in clinical practice than adhesive patches or disks as they increase the cost of the treatment phenomenally.

It can be inferred from the results that, as long as standard techniques of local anesthesia administration are followed, it remains to the discretion of the clinician to choose the formulation of lignocaine as a topical anesthetic agent when dealing with a child patient. The clinician may consider patient preference which however was not evaluated in this study.

CONCLUSION

There is no significant difference between the efficacy of 15% lignocaine spray and 8% lignocaine gel as a topical anesthetic in controlling pain during buccal infiltration anesthesia, in children.
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